FACT

Fabricated door chocks such as pieces
of wood or metal bars DO NOT WORK.

Our top priority
is the safety and security
of your crew, vessel and cargo.
Most vessels use a fabricated metal bar or piece of wood to
“chock” the door handles in their superstructure in the thought
that this will secure the door against intrusion from unwanted
aggressors. Tests reveal that this is not the case.
Experience and testing shows that a simple rattle of the handle
from outside in most cases is enough for the fabricated chock
to work free. Highlighted when the inventor of the Easi-Chock
an ex UK Special Forces operative was tasked in 2010 with the
unarmed guarding of a vessel which had simple pre-fabricated
chocks already in place when they boarded the vessel.
Unfortunately, during the voyage the unarmed guards and crew
were attacked by pirates and ultimately, boarded. By simply
rattling the door handles causing the pre-fabricated chocks
to fall away from the handle inside, the pirates were able
to gain entry to the superstructure.

Luckily he lived to tell the tale and from
his direct experience he sought to find a simple
but effective resolution, one that would ensure that
the superstructure door handles remained secure!
After several years of testing and working with the help
of major British shipbuilder, the Easi-Chock was developed.
Masters and security experts all recognise that time is important
when stopping aggressors entering a vessel, sloppy devices which
don’t work provide no barrier, whilst the Easi-Chock provides
a highly effective barrier which means the ingressor either cannot
open the door or has to expend a great deal of time and energy
to break down the door.
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THE SOLUTION

The fast and simple door securing solution

EASI-CHOCK
QUICK-SIMPLE
SECURED IN
SECONDS

A simple, quick to erect device that
“chocks” the door handle securely
with no handle rattle, but which
can be taken down in seconds
if there were an emergency is now
a reality. This low cost security
device is heralded as a major
help in the fight against unwanted
aggressors by many Masters and
Ship Owners.

Poul Ekkendal - CSO of Maersk Tankers
Many vessels are now equipped with the Easi-Chock device rather
than being fitted with an unreliable wooden strut or a metal bar,
why not join the many owners who have converted to the
Easi-Chock, it is quick, simple and highly cost effective whilst also
being a major tool in the fight against unwanted aggressors entering
your vessel whilst at anchor or in the High Risk Areas of the World!

Call us on +44 (0) 161 929 2446
or email support@easi-chock.com

www.easi-chock.com
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”A brilliant idea and a cheap solution
to a very difficult situation, the company
really shows thinking outside the box!”
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